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Many coalescing factors have raised uncer-

parties carry imposts for investors and retir-

deduct interest on a new asset, impacting

tainty around property investment. A weakened economy and political conflict around
negative gearing and superannuation are
clouding investment decision-making. So are
changes in employment patterns and the
impacts of unprecedented population
growth. Yet there are still attractive opportunities for investors who understand current market conditions.

ees reliant on investment assets to sustain

from day one. Added capital gains liability

their standard of living.

comes with the sale of the asset – perhaps 10
years or more down the path.

Long-term, the outlook is good. Free-trade
agreements negotiated last year are already

The Melbourne (and, to a lesser extent, Syd-

revitalising sectors of Australian business.

ney) rental market is awash with vacant in-

This is evident with increasing demand for

vestment properties, particularly apartments.

smaller industrial and commercial space.

This oversupply will intensify as projects com-

Retirees are an ever-growing force in invest-

ELECTION & INVESTMENT
The election and the budget add further uncertainty to an already hesitant property
market retreating from record housing prices

ment in Australia. Changes in tax on superannuation could limit their choice and, in some
cases, their capacity for investing. Both major
components of superannuation funds.
The ALP’s policy to slash the capital gains tax

tious approach.

discount from 50 to 25 per cent of profit on

100,000 each year. Both mainstream political
parties aim to lift infrastructure expenditure
towards restoring urban access and amenity
to city living. Tax regimes proposed by both

are particularly affected, although some
Asian owners are happy for their apartments
to remain untenanted.
Despite rises in values of up to 30 per cent in

the past three years, Melbourne has over-

changing structure of business calls for a cau-

continue to increase population by around

reach completion. New high-rises in the CBD

parties propose ceilings on tax-free assets

and unprecedented levels of debt. The

Long-term, both Melbourne and Sydney will

menced in the halcyon days two years ago

assets acquired from July 2017 would affect
many investors, but this policy excludes superannuation funds and small business assets. However, Labor’s proposed confine-

looked pockets with good investment potential. For example, Collingwood, three kilometres from the CBD, offers good rents, as do
older art deco apartments in areas as diverse
as Elwood and Toorak/South Yarra.

ment of negative gearing to new housing

Industrial areas in Sydney are attracting

after July 2017 could have wider impact. In-

attention, particularly for smaller units.

vestors face a potential inability to tax-

Some agents handling industrial space are

THE CURRENT YEAR

THE BUDGET

The March quarter has long been regarded

There was little in the Federal Budget to encourage fresh investment in residential housing

as the bellwether of trends in the property

and property, despite no change in the current structure of tax on capital gains on investment properties, no change in the deductibility of costs associated with negative gearing on
investment properties and no change in the exemption of tax on pensions in retirement paid
by superannuation funds. The Government’s introduction of a ceiling for tax-exemption of
$1.6 million of assets within the fund, and 15 per cent tax on earnings from assets held
above that value, does have meaningful implications. The ALP’s competing proposal is for a
tax exemption ceiling of $1.5 million on assets in a super fund, plus tax of 15 per cent on
earnings of assets supporting income streams above $75,000 a year.

market for the year ahead. Yet this has
changed in recent years with increasing price
-volatility, growing demand for investment
properties and continuing fall in interest
rates.
In the opening quarter in 2016, both demand and supply in residential and invest-

ment property fell. Banks became cautious
and doubled their typical deposit requirement on houses to 20 per cent of valuation.
Agent listings declined.
Consequently, in most cases, the market
flattened. However, Sydney residential prices which had contracted up to 10 per cent in
the December half recovered in March to
pre-existing levels.
Investors have been affected by the plethora

DIFFERENT SPEEDS

regional cities and outer-urban areas offer

bly slows around holidays and long week-

Australia now has three distinct property

attractive yields to investors (see, for exam-

ends. Some agents in March and April simply

markets. Melbourne and Sydney have possi-

did not have sufficient timing to effectively

bly the highest range of housing prices in the

market properties.

world. In other capitals, markets are either

of public holidays. Property activity invaria-

sluggish or property values are falling. An
Meanwhile, despite surprisingly good employment figures and the unexpected three
per cent growth in GDP, uncertainty remains
through much of the economy. Certainty of
full and continuing employment has declined
sharply and more are working part time.
reporting their best sales on record. Rents on
older-style office space—a favoured investment of retirees– are rising. Yields have come
back to 5.5 percent. Similarly, strata offices in
Sydney are strong with investors of smaller
super funds, looking for yield.
Conversely, rental rates have fallen quite
sharply in Brisbane this year (as the end of
the mining boom reduces demand).
Another evolving change revolves around the
transformation of older commercial buildings
and residential units into accommodation
units in growth sectors such as aged care and
tourism.

exception is Brisbane, our third most populous city, which is experiencing slow pricerises.
According to BIS Shrapnel (the authoritative
building industry and property analyst),
trends in housing values over the next three
years will differ from the pattern since 2000.
BIS Shrapnel forecasts that only Brisbane will
experience price rises — in double figures by
2018. Compare that with the Melbourne median average, up 28 per cent in the two years
to 2015, but with marginal gain anticipated in
fiscal 2017.
The median house price in Sydney at the end
of fiscal 2015 was over $1.0m. In Melbourne,
it was $735,000, and in Brisbane, $516,000.
Units sold in Sydney averaged at 67 per cent
of house sale price, while Melbourne’s units
averaged 70 per cent of housing value, and
Brisbane units averaged 85 per cent of that
of a house. Housing and offices in growing

ple, ‘The Revitalisation of Geelong’ in this
newsletter). Current prices remain subdued,
opening opportunities to acquire housing
assets for under their replacement cost.
State and Federal governments are likely to
direct home-buyers and businesses to regional cities to ease pressures on the major capitals, and innovation funds promoted by both
the Federal government and the opposition
are expected to establish greater activity beyond the hubs of Sydney and Melbourne.
Decentralisation of the services sector will
also promote growth in regional centres, and
more businesses will locate in outer urban
and regional areas if our pattern follows
trends in advanced economies abroad.
The evidence suggests that public investment
in transport, infrastructure and education is
likely to intensify, with some upturn already
underway, including the resurrection of tertiary technical colleges. Road and rail in the
two big capitals will also attract sharp increases in government and private investment in coming years. Examples include Sydney’s Moorebank intermodal project and the
overhead suburban rail project in

Melbourne. These establish growth corridors
for business, with knock-on effects for employment and housing.
It is acutely important for investors to be
cautious when selecting areas for housing
and commercial property holdings. Changing
patterns in property demographics are creating challenges, but also opportunities. Key
geographic locations will continue to provide
attractive yield and capital appreciation.

These factors can make it more challenging for
investors to acquire housing in the two capital
cities. The financing brakes have been applied
particularly to unit construction, with evidence of looming oversupply in the CBDs and
some suburban concentrations.
Population drift will be heavily influenced by
the changing nature of employment including
flow-through from close of car manufacturing,
whose real impact will fully emerge in 2017.

INVESTING ON VALUES

At the same time, the drift from industry to
services and innovation will create demand for
small office space. SMSFs might well find investment opportunity in strata office space as
a consequence of this trend.
A major change over five years has been the
end of housing shortages in all states except
for NSW. BIS Shrapnel notes that there remains a deficiency of 66,000 dwellings in Sydney, or 139 per cent of average underlying
demand.

Despite historically low interest-rates, tenants and owner-occupiers are daunted by
record housing prices in much of Sydney and
Melbourne, and the cost of housing remains
a strong election issue.
In addition, banks are tightening finance
availability and lending ratios, and the general deposit ratio has been doubled to 20 per

cent of valuation, placing ceilings on advances and restricting loans to overseas entities.
Nonetheless, offshore investment is increasing.

THE REVITALISATION OF GEELONG
Geelong, Victoria’s second-largest city, is rapidly growing, and has become a strong example of the economic momentum created with investment in infrastructure. The city’s workplace offerings, quality of life and amenity have been thoroughly revitalised.
As such, Geelong ticks a lot of boxes for sound residential property investment. It is only 75 kilometres from Melbourne, and new opportunities
are emerging for local service-sector employment. It is a desirable place to live with established education resources, a proliferation of nearby
summer beach resorts, wineries and sporting facilities. Plus, the growing support for the Geelong football Club has seen the expansion of the
Kardinia Park stadium.
Although the city's growth was affected by closures of major industries over the past two decades, new opportunities have proliferated
through a focus on education services and enhanced infrastructure, especially on the wharf, the Melbourne freeway communication and
the upgrades in the rail line to Melbourne.
Traffic on the inter-city rail line rose 52 per cent in the five years from 2009, indicating Geelong’s growing attraction for commuters working in
Melbourne. Geelong is also planning a rail link to Avalon airport, which may commence commercial (freight and passenger) flights to China in
18 months. International freight operations are already up to record levels.
Geelong now offers vastly improved amenity for residents following the relocation of government authorities and departments to the city. Other measures include an expanded Epworth Private Hospital and associated services, creating an extra 700 jobs. Enhancements are also planned
on the Great Ocean Road – a national tourist attraction – and the Princes Highway.
Investors can still acquire houses in Geelong for $400,000 and anticipate a net rental yield above four per cent with the confidence that land
value of such property alone is around $300,000. It’s early days yet in the Geelong investment story.

REVIVAL IN ART DECO

ASIAN FACTOR

PMS PERFORMANCE

It’s a distinctive feature of the Australian

Asian investors readily pay 20 per cent more

Properties acquired and managed by Portfo-

property market that most tenants prefer to

than local market expectations. While gov-

lio Management Services continued their

live in houses rather than apartments.

ernment and banks impose extra taxes,

long record of outperformance.

stamp duties and tighter limits on the nature
Many among the seniors generation will hap-

of property that overseas investors can ac-

A survey commissioned from Atchison Con-

pily pay a premium for a Victorian inner-city

quire, these will probably not worry investors

sultants showed that our properties have

terrace to avoid moving into a modern high

based in Asia.

generated a total return of 12.5 per cent per

rise. South Yarra is a prominent example, but

annum since acquisition. This compares with

older units with style and space can be found

Asian investors have concentrated their in-

in a wide range of suburbs.

vestments in Melbourne and Sydney, and in
commercial and residential property near

South Yarra also offers niche opportunities

universities and tertiary education centres

through investment in older apartments.

favoured by Asian students. Strong offshore

the Australian Residential Property benchmark growth rate of 11 per cent per annum.
Australian shares in the same period had a
growth rate of 9.7 per cent.

Interest in older art deco flats, some with

interest, encouraged by free-trade agree-

Our return comprises an 8 per cent per an-

need for renovation, is increasing.

ments, also continues in rural property.

num appreciation in capital value, plus a 4.5

Both owners and tenants are attracted by

in such apartments to think in terms of capi-

In addition, the market has been affected by
the high-profile bans placed on several Asianbased takeover bids and agreed deals of
companies and rural assets and enforcements of usage limits on property owned

tal cost of around $550,000 and net yield of

abroad.

more spacious living quarters with higher
ceilings, larger rooms and in many cases lockup garages. It is not unrealistic for investors

per cent rental return.
In our 43 years of operation, the majority of
PMS properties were acquired in the 1990s
and beyond. PMS has expanded in Sydney
and successfully entered the Brisbane and
Gee-long markets. Between 2002 and 2015,

4.5 per cent.

the best performing area for PMS has been
Mel-bourne East, with Atchison reporting a
total growth of 14.9 per cent a year.
Melbourne North came in at 12 per cent, and
Melbourne Central at 11.1 per cent.
Our results attest to PMS’ long-held parameters on purchasing investment properties:


They must be acquired at or below
replacement cost



They must have above average
capital growth prospect



They must be in close proximity to a
public hospital and schools



They must be capable of providing
above average rental return
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